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Making an impact that matters, especially in unprecedented times

Executing the COVID-19
recovery
A guide for governments for
reopening and restoring their
economies
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Shifting from Response to Recovery
Nathalie Vandaele, Partner
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RESILIENT LEADERSHIP: BUSINESS RECOVERY FROM COVID -19

Resilient leaders view Recovery as a journey for their organization, teams
and stakeholders
Capitalizing on / building trust is
essential to lead followers through the
unknown; trust is human and multidimensional: physical, emotional, financial
and digital.

3 – Embed Trust as the
Catalyst to Recovery

RECOVER

Success in Recover requires
shifting the team’s mindset from
crisis, contingency and reacting to
program, planning and reinventing.

THRIVE

4 – Define the Destination, and
Launch Recover Playbook
Defining success in Recover requires leaders to
make a series of choices and then run short sprints
to advance to the desired destination.

1 – Understand the
Required Mindset Shift

2 – Identify and
Navigate the
Uncertainties and
Implications Crisis has introduced major uncertainties to be

RESPOND

navigated / anticipated, especially changing social,
institutional, investor, customer and human contracts.

5 – Learn From Others’ Successes
Recovery is unchartered territory and therefore observing
and learning from others’ recovery strategies is critical.
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RESILIENT LEADERSHIP: BUSINESS RECOVERY FROM COVID -19

As they embark on Recover, resilient leaders shift the organization’s mindset
from today to tomorrow
1 – Understand Required Mindset Shift

Situation
Focus
Management
Planning
Attitude
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>
>
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Unpredictable
Inward-looking
Crisis management
Contingency planning
Reacting

…IMPLICATION
FOR JOURNEY

…TO RECOVER

…FROM RESPOND

>
>
>
>
>

“Interim” normal
Market-facing
Program management
Scenario planning
Reinventing

>
>
>
>
>

Start by defining the destination
at the end of Recover
Articulate the destination as
stakeholder outcomes
The Recover PMO may need a
different skill set
Model to align financial resources
to the ramp up of operations
Opportunity to energize team by
imagining successful future and
embracing trust as the catalyst
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The Challenge for the Public Sector
Michiel Willems, Senior Manager
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“Which are the biggest challenges for government
according to you?”
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THE CHALLENGE

Governments must take action on three fronts to
address the COVID-19 crisis

How do we address the
health care crisis?

How do we address
the economic crisis?

How do we keep “the business”
of government operating?

Any given government agency may be involved with one, two, or all three fronts. For instance, a transit agency may limit ridership,
enforce social distancing, and regularly disinfect vehicles while monitoring employee health. Later, the agency may play a part in
the recovery by spending stimulus money on upgrading infrastructure.
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THE CHALLENGE

Governments are starting to move into the recover
and thrive phases
The figure models the COVID-19 crisis over time across the three overlapping phases
governments will pass through: Respond, Recover, and Thrive
Pre-COVID-19

RESPOND

RECOVER

THRIVE

PHASE

New norm is set; improvement
from pre-COVID-19 level

Level of
flexibility and
speed in
government

“You don’t make
the timeline;
the virus makes
the timeline.”
─ Dr. Anthony Fauci

~10-18 months

1
2
3
4
5 ~4-66 months
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14 TIME
15
Act to promote safety and continuity Restore and emerge stronger Prepare for the next normal

• Focus on essentials
• Offer maximum flexibility
• Use maximum speed

• Move toward normalcy
• Offer high flexibility
• Use high speed

• Build long-term enhancements to the public sector
• Establish a better foundation for the future
• Create a new level of flexibility

Note: These timelines may change
© 2020 Deloitte Belgium
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THE CHALLENGE

Governments are being “squeezed” from
multiple directions

© 2020 Deloitte Belgium

Economic shutdown

Health sector at risk
High unemployment and
social pressures

Local government and higher
education fiscal crises

Government

Governments are facing
revenue shortfalls and
simultaneous surging
demands for services. As
they look to reopen the
economy, they will also be
restarting many of their
own operations under new,
post-COVID-19
conditions—no easy task.

Concerned
workforce
Challenges of
reopening
government
operations

Revenue shortfalls
High demand for
curtailed government
services
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THE CHALLENGE

Governments will have a central role in this recovery
Health Care – Focus in the
Respond Phase
• Severity of pandemic and pattern
of disease progression

GOVERNMENT’S COVID-19 ACTIONS

• Effectiveness of policies and
protocols

• Reopening economy balanced
against public health
• Industries and sectors

• Protection of the public and
support of the healthcare system

Health Care Impact

Economy – Focus in the
Recover Phase

Geography

Policy and
Protocols

Timing

(statewide vs.
select regions)

Economic Impact

Recover  Thrive Transition
Resilience and Growth – Focus in the
Thrive Phase
• Promoting resilience in both the
government and the private economy
• Prevention of future risk
© 2020 Deloitte Belgium

Demand

Pre-COVID-19 Demand Levels
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KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: REOPEN THE ECONOMY FOR A BETTER FUTURE

Governments will have an unprecedented number of
roles to play in restarting the economy
How government leaders communicate
about the restart will be critical
•

•

There is a need to douse fears and instill
confidence in people. It won’t matter if
stores are open if no one will go outside

While restarting businesses is important,
restarting government services will be
equally critical
•

Regions should seek inputs from industry
associations to develop a plan

From transportation to licensing,
government activities support and enable
economic activity

Government is a large and diverse
employer
•

The public sector will also employ some
kind of phased reopening

•

The safety of workers and those with
whom they interact will be key

Communicator

Government as a communicator will provide clear,
consistent and adequate communication to all involved
in the recovery process.

Enforcer
Government as an enforcer will be in charge of
making sure protocols are followed and inspections
are conducted.

Government as a designer will draw out the initial
plan, lay down the protocols and guidelines needed
to reopen.
Source: Deloitte
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Schools, daycare, and social services to
free up workers

Employer

Service provider

Designer

•

Many workers rely on public entities to
educate and care for their children and
sick relatives so they can go to work

Government as an employer will have to ensure
staff safety, redeployment and retraining of staff to
quickly recover.
Government as a service provider will have to
rethink delivery of services and create the necessary
infrastructure.

Government

Government will have to wear many hats
and juggle many responsibilities
Webinar | 12 May 2020
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M A N AG I N G T H E R E CO V E R Y P R O C E S S : CO O R D I N AT E D E X E C U T I O N

Tools to accelerate recovery
Technology tools and potential applications
Cloud Computing
Foundational
technology for AI,
sensors, and drones
Drones
Enforcing physical
distancing rules for
residents and
inspections of facilities
through drones
Social Media
Technologies
Understanding citizen
sentiment during times of
crisis and monitoring
misinformation and fake
news

Sources: Deloitte Insights; Deloitte.
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Facial Recognition
Authenticating citizen
identity and tracking
attendance in workplaces

Advanced data analytics
and AI
Accelerating the
development
of vaccines and supporting
data-driven decision-making
Sensors
Tracing and tracking
quarantined and
positive cases

Business tools and potential
applications
Scenario Planning
Testing resiliency of
government operations
against various scenarios

Human-centered
design
Making relief funds
easier to navigate by
focusing on customer
experience

Sensing and horizon
scanning
Anticipating second or third
waves of outbreaks or
predicting changes to
business models

Behavioral insights
and nudging
Nudging people to follow
workplace safety and
personal hygiene protocols

Networks and ecosystems
Collaborating with other
governments, companies and
universities to accelerate
economic recovery

Collective intelligence
Accelerating the
development of drugs and
vaccines by tapping into
the wisdom of crowd
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Virtual Working
Tom Verstraete, Director
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR REMOTE WORK

A combination of organisational and human-centred principles can
help to make the move to a virtual workplace models that are
effective and satisfying for staff
MAKE THE INVISIBLE,
VISIBLE
We need to proactively and explicitly make
our work and teams visible to each other.
Make tacit knowledge explicit. Get knowledge
and conversation into centralised, virtual
locations.

REMOTE
PRODUCTIVITY
We must deliberately shift the way we
operate and behave to enhance the
productivity and value of our remote workers
by adoption practices and behaviors that are
optimised for virtual experiences.
© 2020 Deloitte Belgium

BALANCE (A)SYNCHRONOUS
COMMUNICATION
Real time collaboration is our most valuable
resource in a virtual environment. We need to find
the right mix between synchronous (e.g. video call)
and asynchronous communication (not email),
creating new habits with new kinds of technology.
Use meetings for purpose, not as a default

TECH FIRST
We need to make sure that remote workers
have the right mix of digital platforms and
technologies that enable and accelerate
individuals and teams to connect,
collaborate, and deliver value.

LEADING WITHOUT
SEEING
We need to develop a new set of management
behaviors to guide teams that are working
virtual. Focus on outcomes versus effort. Give
people flexibility to deliver.

A ROOM WITH
A VIEW
In our personal space, we need to make
sure that our physical space enhances our
productivity, well-being, and is fit for
purpose, including things like lighting,
ergonomics, seating, bandwidth.
Webinar | 12 May 2020
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“Which of the six guiding principles for remote work are
the most challenging in your organisation?”
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MAKE THE INVISIBLE, VISIBLE

BACK TO OVERVIEW

A combination of organisational and human-centred principles can
help to make the move to a virtual workplace models that are effective
and satisfying for staff

See knowledge management as more than a way of
capturing and disseminating information.
Consider it as a way of creating knowledge to develop
new products, services or solutions
Leverage technology to create, understand and act on
knowledge
Cultivate a culture where people recognise that sharing
knowledge makes them more relevant, not less

© 2020 Deloitte Belgium
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BACK TO OVERVIEW

BA L A N C E ( A ) S Y N C H R O N O U S CO M M U N I C AT I O N

Collaboration doesn’t just happen organically when people aren't together.
We need to consistently collaborate outside of meetings, always in a technology-first way
Help your people to use the technology ‘fit for purpose’
Avoid the ‘overwhelmed employee’

See technology as a glue to elevate the human experience
Encourage co-creation and
divergent thinking

© 2020 Deloitte Belgium
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BACK TO OVERVIEW

LEADING WITHOUT SEEING

A combination of organisational and human-centred principles can help to make
the move to a virtual workplace models that are effective and satisfying for staff
Re-igniting and reinforcing team purpose & clarify roles

Establishing a new rhythm of meeting/communicating
Track capacity & progress
Leveraging technology to collaborate

Being visible, and checking-in frequently
Strategically over-communicating
Empower & promote self-leadership

Ensure well-being
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BACK TO OVERVIEW

REMOTE PRODUCTIVITY

Remote teams can outperform traditional teams if their work is designed correctly

Select the
team
• Determine the type of
team needed based on
the work outcome(s)
• Construct a team with
the necessary inherent
components to be
successful in a virtual
environment

Build the team
foundation
• Team comes together
to understand the
following about its
team members:
o What makes
me tick

Launch the
team
• Establish a Virtual
Teaming COE and an
Operations team
• Provide a suite of
technology platforms

o How I would
like to work

• Develop supporting
initiatives to drive
adoption of new norms

o How we work
together

• Provide leadership and
cultural best practices

Measure
performance
• Develop and execute
an ongoing
evaluation of the
virtual team to
identify areas of
strength and areas
needing
improvement

Iterate and
improve
• Create continuous
interaction points to
drive home new ways of
working
• Leverage team
assessments to engage
the necessary coaching
/ mitigations
• Bring in outside
practices from other
companies

• Train people on the right
skills / competencies
© 2020 Deloitte Belgium
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TECH FIRST

BACK TO OVERVIEW

The experience of work itself is highly influenced by and dependent upon the
effectiveness of technology – the goal is to help people be more successful,
productive, and happy, ultimately helping create value and deliver critical work
outcomes.
Tech First:
Promotes inclusion & belonging
Gives employees choices
Reduces frictions & gives time back
Enables wellness & wellbeing
Makes the workplace smart
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BACK TO OVERVIEW

A ROOM WITH A VIEW

Guide your people on how to design a remote work environment that fosters
productivity, security, and well-being

Plan for bandwidth and check internet access and
capacity, especially when working from a new location.
Create a comfortable home-working space with
everything you need within hand reach.
When transitioning to remote work, team members may
need to know when to “turn off” during or at the end of
the day.
Create awareness within the team regarding the
possibility of more flexible working schedules. Some
staff will have difficulty to be productive during core
hours (private situation, small kids,..).
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Staying safe
Sustaining your organizational cyber hygiene
amid COVID-19 recovery
Jan Vanhaecht
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“Which guidance did you give or have you received on
specific remote-working security guidance?”
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S TAY I N G S A F E

Your “next normal” is also the “next normal” for cyber adversaries
The day when everyone needs to be able to work from anywhere is upon us. Almost overnight, enterprises worldwide found themselves
in shut-down situations where workers had to shelter and work from home. This has created cybersecurity stressors across multiple
dimensions.

“Bring Your Own Device” Explosion
Relying heavily on web conferencing and collaboration tools to do their jobs, which can be compromised by threat actors

The home computing environment
Workers accessing corporate networks and systems on devices that may have vulnerabilities or are already being compromised.

Secure remote access
Security teams need to adopt a zero-trust model where they implement strong identity and access management, and can readily detect and respond to anomalous
behavior

The insider threat
Work and economic climates will continue to contribute to an increased volume of insider threats.

Insecure "ad hoc" processes
Business processes that were designed for a secure office environment are now being executed across distributed and potentially insecure home environments.
© 2020 Deloitte Belgium
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S TAY I N G S A F E

Re-evaluate your approach to thriving in the future
The ability to remain connected and productive is critical to executing the mission and may dictate the survival of the business. In the
coming months, organizations should consider leveraging a risk-based approach to realign business and security priorities to adapt to a
new, increasingly complex, and more difficult IT landscape.

Ensure IT
teams develop
and implement
corporate securitypolicies and
guidelines for Bring
Your Own Device
(BYOD)

Restrict unapproved
personal devices
from your corporate
network

Review and establish
corporate firewall
rules for remote
access

© 2020 Deloitte Belgium

Identity and access
management (IAM)

Virtual desktop
infrastructure (VDI)
and desktop as a
service(DaaS)

Cloud
migration
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